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Learning Objectives
● Understand value of Graphic Narratives in Interprofessional medical 

education

● How to apply graphic narrative techniques – premedical education (A Tan)

● Access Graphic Narrative educational materials in the BICC: (P Pierce)

● Use Interprofessional Graphic Narratives as teaching tools (M Osborne)

● Identify Graphic Narrative techniques useful in your educational portfolio



Understand the value of graphic narratives in Interprofessional education

● Graphic Narratives uniquely demonstrate

○ The reaction to bad news; ‘only 5%!!’

○ Multiple feelings experienced simultaneously in an Interprofessional 
team

○ Moral Distress felt in an Interprofessional team; i.e. ‘we’re torturing 
him’

○ Methods used to address moral distress; i.e. ‘putting on armor’



Learning Objectives
● Understand role of Graphic Narratives in Interprofessional medical education

● How to apply graphic narrative techniques – premedical education (A 
Tan)

● Access Graphic Narrative educational materials in the BICC: (P Pierce)

● Use Interprofessional Graphic Narratives as teaching tools (M Osborne)

● Identify Graphic Narrative techniques useful in your educational portfolio



Future Work

● Colorblind or visually impaired learners
● A complement vs. a replacement for teaching
● For particularly challenging topics to visualize

○ Pathophysiology between multiple organ systems (FUND)
○ Workflow algorithms (e.g. workup of dx)
○ Classification of key points for clerkship 
○ Workshops for students to visualize their own diagrams



Applications of graphic narrative 
techniques in premedical education

Audrey Tran

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One word I would use about my learning journey especially in the preclinical curriculum is that it is nascent. Because for many topics it was my first encounter with anatomy, histology, principles of clinical medicine. What this meant for me is that I was learning without context and without understanding when supposedly “new” bits of information were actually reiterations of things that had been taught to me previously in the preclinical curriculum at OHSU.  This may be theWhat visuals are they creating?



Message vs. Medium

What you remember vs why you remember it!

● Mnemonics
● Case-based learning
● Study guides + PowerPoint slides
● Third party “high yield” websites and materials
● Tutoring sessions

Are our current tools the best medium to tell a 
story that students can visualize, recall, and 

remember?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All educators are, in one way or another, storytellers. They are concerned about explaining something from point A to B. And in order to tell a story, you need two things: a message (information) and the medium (how you choose to convey that information). Before I realized the distinction between message and medium. I had been mentally preparing myself  to try at go through every single book in the library when I realized… a lot of these books are saying the same thing, just in different ways. That was a turning point for me. I was able to get rid of resource fatigue (the phenomenon where you buy all the resources but feel stressed because you don’t use them)  and identify which medium or media made the message stick better.But these wealth of options in terms of medium made me curious -- Are our current tools  in lectures(in the OHSU curriculum) the best medium to tell a story that students can visualize, recall, and remember?



Classic methods of delivering stories in education
Roadmap

something to hang your hat on
big pictures takeaways

Clear objectives and summaries
emphasizes essentials

Examples
cases to prove a point

Mini-quiz feedback
quickly assesses info absorption

Consolidation
An understanding of how new 

information fits into one’s overall 
foundation of knowledge 

Powerpoint Presentations

Study Guides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my anecdotal experience, many lecturers may be primarily concerned with the verbal delivery of the lecture given - I would agree that’s very important and a great talk helps keep people engaged. Still,, written materials are used to aid in the delivery of the educational material, most classically in powerpoint presentations and through study guides. in the modern preclinical classroom, where there is preceptors that don’t always adhere to UME schedules or other meetings or sometimes for student parents, the kids are sick, we may not have access to experience an excellent lecture. So these are the materials that stay with the students long after the hour is over - the written material is the PDF that gets stored into their laptops and iPads. 



https://armandoh.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my own preclinical education, with so much new knowledge, I found that the medium that worked best for me was a visual aid.  When I learned from visual materials, I could recall and identify key themes much more quickly than studying from a table or a study guide. I could, quite literally see the big picture, which allowed me to delve into details with a better sense of how it fit into the larger narrative. These example slides, taken from a popular Youtuber named Armando Hasundagan, who is a medical resident is an example of how I learned about CF. And it all fit neatly into one page of my notebook on my iPad..“As a student I have first-hand experience in the huge amount of information and knowledge required to be a competent health/science professional. Often, studying for medical and biological sciences can be an extremely boring and draining experience.My aim is to deliver complex medical and biological concepts quickly and through a creative and engaging approach/method. Therefore, helping a wide community of life-long learners, from novice students to experienced professionals, to reignite their desire for science and refreshing basic concepts.”

https://armandoh.org/


Most important info is largest. 

Visual mnemonics - “activated” 
state vs inhibited state



Use high contrast color to 
emphasize, light colors to 
de-emphasize.

Use the same image 
template to create 
consistency and identify 
distinctions between dx.  

A question that stems 
from curiosity from a 
“pre-knowledge” state

Presenter
Presentation Notes
visually brings words to life by visually explaining with nuance that words don’t achieve succinctly.Sometimes teh prefixes dont make sense, they just sounds like fancy words. pericardial tamponade kept sounding like a fancy lemonade drink and it wasn’t until i saw a case that i saw how serious it is and how the blood fills the sack.  I didn’t ewalize distinction between aneurysm and dissection for the longest time



Annotate graphs to 
highlight critical 
points, e.g therapeutic 
“window” Use space to 

emphasize key 
comparison 



Use space to emphasize key comparison 

A question that stems 
from curiosity from a 
“pre-knowledge” state

BONUS: visual mnemonic that “activation” 
comes from cleavage of inert enzyme →
active enzyme;  a key regulation step 

Activating glow



Helps visualize why 
a clot is so 
permanent - a cross 
linkage! 

Proximity 
contextualizes 
disparate pieces of 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 high yield molecular relationship emphasized on the same page where Quaternary Complexes are described



Proximity contextualizes disparate 
pieces of information: roadmap 
diagram helps understand 
prevalence and how to orient and 
organize hematologic disease

Color coding  (green 
= benign) helps us 
see that indolence = 
low rate of cancer 
cell division

Owl eyes… visual 
mnemonic 

Lymph node visual 
mnemonic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reminds us we have been working within this roadmap the whole time!!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have applied a similar approach to a textbook using these principles.



Benefits of applying graphic narrative to education 

● Can help students understand the full scope of expectations “at a 
glance” 

● Can help students learn through visual recall
● Can help students make key associations that are more “obvious” to 

seasoned researchers
● Images are more uniquely memorable than tables or study guides
● Particularly attractive and engaging for visual learners

● Time-consuming
● Takes a certain level of drawing skill

Drawbacks of applying graphic narrative to education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teaches students how they best learn is A-OK! Doesn’t matter how you arrive at the material just that you learn it. 



Simple works:
don’t have to be an artist, just a communicator

www.pathoma.com https://armandoh.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pathoma (L)  and armando hasundagan ®You don’t have to be an artist to appreciate the visual lessons inherent in graphic medicineSmall visual and graphic cues can quickly convey information and makes key info memorable. Interactive study experience: concept maps for initial study purpose, while teachers release the key with more details later

https://armandoh.org/


Tradeoff
s 

accuracy
facts
details
footnotes

engagement
readership
takeaways
streamlined

Simple vs simplistic
Easy to memorize vs. memorable

Accuracy vs. relevance
Detailed vs. disorienting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And at the very end of the day - figure out what graphics or images on google search are the most visuallly compelling and telling. Consider highlighting in simple color- be judicious about what is emphasized. Bold in a sea of text can still be relatively subtle, depending on placement of the word.  Overemphasis for long lines of text is overwhelming and not useful. Especially when many student use electronic devices such as computers and tablets to study, color is typically a reasonable element to include. Consider:spacing consistent formattingfont?Identify which images readily available has these visual graphical cues (see next slide)
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DATE: Feb.  5,  2020   WRITTEN BY: Pam Pierce, 
Digital  Scholarship & Repository Librarian 

Graphic Medicine at the 
OHSU Library

OHSU Librarians, 
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Contacting the OHSU Library
●https://www.ohsu.edu/library

●Contact Us

●library@ohsu.libanswers.com

●Schedule an appointment with a librarian at 
BICC, RLSB or virtually

●503-494-3460 (Service Desk: M-F,  8am – 6pm)
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Photo credit: Basia Delawska-
Elliott

https://www.ohsu.edu/library
http://ohsu.libanswers.com/
mailto:library@ohsu.libanswers.com
http://librarycalendar.ohsu.edu/appointments/
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Graphic Medicine Resources
LibGuide describing books is available at: 

http://libguides.ohsu.edu/graphicmedicine/novelsatOHSU.

*Fertility and abortion

*Cancer /Neoplasms

*Mental Health

*HIV/AIDS
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Graphic Medicine and 
Instruction

● Visuospatial and motor skills
● Empathetic problem solvers
● Creativity as a means of getting students 

connect with material they wouldn’t 
otherwise engage with

● Taking risks and failing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Creating graphic novels as a way to expose the hidden curriculum of med school. –Embracing ambiguity. –Means of showing what is learned in medical school. 
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Graphic narrative of ethics/ futility
‘Critical Space’ is a published graphic narrative addressing futility in the 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU)

Discussion topics for interprofessional teaching
- What are the ethical dilemmas?
- Is the care futile?
- How is grief addressed?
- How are decisions made and conveyed to family?
- How is the medical hierarchy conveyed?
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Graphic narrative of ethics/ futility
‘Critical Space’ is a published graphic narrative addressing futility in the 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU)

Discussion topics for interprofessional teaching
What are the ethical dilemmas? Beneficence, autonomy
- Is the care futile? It depends on the perspective
- How is grief addressed? Grey figures of grief
- How are decisions made and conveyed to family? Oncologist, ICU doctor
- How is the medical hierarchy conveyed? Armor, moral distress/nursing
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Learning Objectives
● Understand role of Graphic Narratives in Interprofessional medical education

● How to apply graphic narrative techniques – premedical education (A Tan)

● Access Graphic Narrative educational materials in the BICC: (P Pierce)

● Use Interprofessional Graphic Narratives as teaching tools (M Osborne)

● Identify Graphic Narrative techniques useful in your educational 
portfolio



Identify Graphic Narrative techniques in your educational portfolio

Take several min to talk in small groups – possible topics

● Ways graphic narrative techniques could be used in your work

● Challenges to using graphic narrative techniques

● Innovative approaches to using graphic narratives



In summary 
● The use of graphic narratives in education is increasing
● Graphic narratives can be used as 

○ study materials 

○ Teaching materials

○ Presentations with topics ranging from ethics to clinical medicine

● BICC has materials supporting graphic narratives in education



Thank You
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